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Ship recycling supply falls on charter rates
improvements
Capesize bulker, containership and a pair of medium-range tankers are reported as sold for
demolition

by  robert.willmington@lloydslistintelligence.com

Improving charter rates in the dry cargo sector has begun to reduce the supply of tonnage destined for
shipbreaking yards

AS THE sale of ships for recycling has reduced recently on the back of improving freight rates in the dry
cargo sector, strong demand for recycled steel in Bangladesh is pushing up prices of demolition sales.

“There has only been a trickle of vessels for sale in the last week and so only a few owners appear to have
cashed in at higher rates. Given the diminishing supply and �rming demand, prices continue to impress,
particularly in the Bangladeshi market,” said cash buyer GMS.

The only reported bulk carrier sale reported by brokers in the past week is the 22-year-old capesize Sunny

Voyager (IMO: 9221217) which was sold by Chinese owners to Bangladeshi breakers.
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BANGLADESHI RECYCLERS ARE LEADING THE WAY ON PRICING LEVELS.
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The 171,500 dwt vessel realised $610 per light displacement tonne and provided $13.5m for the seller. It is
the ninth capesize bulker to have been sold for scrap this year.

 

Ship recycling volumes by ship type 
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In the boxship sector, Bangladeshi recyclers have purchased the B170-class Vasi Star (IMO: 9105994) from

Singapore-based owners. It was reported by brokers to have been sold for $675 per ldt, the high price being
attributed to the vessel having a large amount of bunker fuel on board.

Two medium-range tankers were sold for recycling in the past week, including the 47,200 dwt Salamis (IMO:

9165281), which was sold by Greek owners to Bangladeshi breakers for $660 per ldt, with the price also
re�ecting bunkers remaining on board.

Analysis of Lloyd’s List Intelligence data shows that recycling volumes in February were the highest since last
March, with 37 vessels arriving at demolition sites with a combined gross tonnage of around 889,000 tonnes.

Bulk carriers provided half of all tonnage, while the tanker and containership sector made up 23% and 15.6%,
respectively, of vessels being received at ship recycling centres in February.
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Ship recycling volumes by location
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The majority of recent demolition activity has been provided by Bangladeshi recyclers. Some 41% of all
tonnage was taken by Bangladeshi breakers last month, according to Lloyd’s List Intelligence data.

“Over the past few weeks, much of the recent focus has fallen on a rampant Bangladeshi market and some
impressive sales have taken place before steel prices started to show signs of reversals in recent days,” GMS
said. “However, this should not put too much of a dampener on local prices, with demand still ripe and end
buyers eagerly looking to �ll plots that have remained largely empty for the last half a year.”
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Demolition pricing by country March 13 - 19
($ per ldt) 
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